Memory allocation is an important part of modern programming languages, including garbagecollected languages such as Java. We propose a fast memory allocation scheme for Java using lazy worst fit (LWF), where pointer increment is used as the primary allocation method and worst fit is used as a backup. We evaluated LWF on a working Java virtual machine with non-moving garbage collection, and the results show that LWF is practically useful since the overhead of fit allocation and the amount of fragmentation are low.
INTRODUCTION
Modern programming languages use dynamic memory allocation [1] . As applications become more complex and use more of an object-oriented programming style, memory objects are allocated dynamically at a higher rate. This requires fast dynamic memory allocation.
Memory allocation should also be space efficient. A request for memory allocation cannot be satisfied when there is no free memory chunk that can accommodate the requested memory. This may happen even when the total amount of unused memory is larger than the amount of memory requested, due to fragmentation. In fact, fragmentation is the single most important reason for the wastage of memory in an explicitly managed heap or a heap managed by a nonmoving garbage collector.
There are many approaches to implementing memory allocators, which exhibit different degrees of fragmentation and different allocation speeds. A common approach is maintaining a linked list of free memory chunks, called the free list, and searching the free list for a chunk that can satisfy a memory allocation request based on the fitting policy, such as first fit (FF), best fit or worst fit. Memory allocation using FF and best fit tends to have relatively low fragmentation [1] , yet searching the free list has a worst-case linear time complexity.
In garbage-collected systems there are compacting garbage collection techniques such as copying collection [2] or markand-compact collection [3] . In such systems used and unused memory are not interleaved, so fragmentation does not exist. Thus, the obvious and fastest way to allocate memory is by simply incrementing an allocation pointer for each allocation.
We have proposed a new memory allocation approach for the free lists [4] , motivated by the fast memory allocation of * Please direct all correspondence to S.-M. Moon. compacting collection, such that pointer increment is used as the primary allocation method, with FF, best fit or even worst fit as the backup allocation method. This approach was called lazy fit, in the sense that finding a fitting memory chunk is delayed until really necessary. Preliminary experimental results simulating the traces of memory requests showed that the approach is promising since most memory allocations can be done via pointer increments.
This paper attempts to confirm the practical usefulness of lazy fits in the context of Java. We propose lazy worst fit (LWF) as a memory allocation method for a Java virtual machine with non-moving garbage collection. We implement LWF on a working Java virtual machine and evaluate its allocation speed and fragmentation, compared with lazy first fit (LFF) and FF. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses memory allocation using conventional fits. Section 3 reviews memory allocation using lazy fits and proposes the LWF for Java. Section 4 presents our experimental results. Finally, the paper is summarized in Section 5.
ALLOCATION WITH FITS
Before discussing memory allocation using lazy fits, we first discuss memory allocation using conventional fits.
In the simplest implementation, a single free list is maintained. When a request for allocating memory is made, an appropriate free memory chunk is found from the free list. The exact manner in which an appropriate free memory chunk is found depends on the fitting policy.
With FF, the free list is searched sequentially and the first free memory chunk found that is able to satisfy the memory allocation request is used. This can be further divided into several types according to the order in which the free list is sorted: address-ordered, last-in-first-out (LIFO) and first-infirst-out (FIFO).
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The address-ordered FF is known to have the least fragmentation, with the LIFO FF being noticeably worse. There is evidence that the FIFO FF has as little fragmentation as the address-ordered FF [5] .
With best fit, the free memory chunk with the smallest size that is able to satisfy the memory allocation request is used. Along with FF, this policy is known to have little fragmentation in real programs.
In worst fit, the largest free memory chunk is used to satisfy the memory allocation request. This policy alone is known to have much worse fragmentation than FF or best fit, so it is rarely used in actual memory allocators. However, worst fit can be useful when combined with lazy fit, which is explained in the next section.
The approach of using a single free list to keep track of the free memory chunks is very slow owing to a worst-case linear time complexity, especially if best fit or worst fit is done. So in actual implementations of modern memory allocators, more scalable implementations, such as segregated free lists, Cartesian trees and splay trees [1] , are used for memory allocation.
Segregated free lists are the most common and simplest approach used in actual implementations [6, 7] . It divides memory allocation request sizes into size classes and maintains separate free lists containing free memory chunks in the size class. This approach, also called segregated fits, still has a worst-case linear time complexity, yet its allocation cost is known to be not much higher than that of a copying collector [7] . However, in our experiments unacceptably long search times for the segregated free lists do occur in practice (see Section 4), which indicates that the linear time complexity for accessing the free lists can be a real obstacle to fast allocation with fits.
LAZY FITS
Memory allocation using lazy fit uses pointer increments 1 as the primary allocation method and conventional fits as the backup allocation method.
To be precise, an allocation pointer and a bound pointer are maintained for a current free space area. When a memory allocation request is made, the allocation pointer is incremented and it is checked against the bound pointer to see whether the memory allocation request can be satisfied. If it is satisfied, the memory that was pointed out by the allocation pointer before it was incremented is returned. Otherwise, conventional fit allocation is used to obtain a free memory chunk to be used as the new free space area, and the remainder of the former free space area is returned to the free list. The new free space area would then be used for allocating objects with pointer increments. This is rather similar to the typical allocation algorithm used in systems with compacting garbage collectors, which also use pointer increments to allocate memory. The latter avoids a backup allocation method because there is no fragmentation. 1 Pointer decrements can also be used for implementing lazy fits, but we assume pointer increments in this paper. The fit method used for the backup allocation does not have to be any particular one. It could be FF, best fit or even worst fit. These will be called LFF, lazy best fit and LWF respectively. In fact, it does not matter which approach is used for the backup allocation method as long as it is able to handle fit allocation. Using FF or best fit would probably have the advantage of less fragmentation, while using worst fit would probably result in larger free space areas, which would result in more memory allocations using pointer increments for faster speed. Figure 1 shows a simple example of how a lazy addressordered FF would work. 2 Figure 1a shows the initial state when the LFF allocator starts allocating in a new free space area. The allocation and bound pointers point to the start and the end of the free space area respectively. Allocation occurs within the given free space area, as in Figure 1b , incrementing the allocation pointer appropriately to accommodate each memory allocation request. This goes on until the free space area is no longer able to satisfy the memory allocation request, i.e. the space remaining in the free space area is smaller than that needed by the caller. Then, we put what remains of the current free space area back into the free list and search the free list for a new free space area which can be used to allocate memory. The allocation and bound pointers are set to the start and the end of the new free space area respectively, and the cycle begins anew. Figure 1c shows the state of the heap after the old free space area, marked as 'old', is put back into the free list, and the allocation and bound pointers point to the boundaries of the new free space area, marked as 'new', which had just been extracted from the free list using FF.
To speed up memory allocation using a lazy fit even more, the allocation and bound pointers could be held in 3 of 6 two reserved global registers. This allows one to allocate memory without touching any other part of the memory, except for the memory we are allocating, in the common case. This is in contrast to many other allocation algorithms which usually require at least some manipulation of the data structure in the memory.
Lazy fit also has the potential to be faster than segregated storage since it has no need to decide size classes. Objects allocated closely together in time would probably be used together, so there could also be a beneficial effect on cache performance, since lazy fit would tend to group together objects that are consecutively allocated.
Lazy worst fit
In order to use lazy fit for garbage-collected systems such as Java, we made two engineering choices. First, we propose using worst fit in order to reduce the search time for the free lists. So, after each garbage collection we sort the free memory chunks in the free list in decreasing order of sizes. By using worst fit, a single comparison suffices to find out whether there is a chunk in the sorted free list which is able to accommodate the requested object, whereas alternative methods such as FF or best fit may require many comparisons to ascertain whether such a chunk exists.
Second, the previous free space area which had been unable to accommodate the requested object is discarded and not put back into the free list. One reason is that inserting it into a sorted free list would introduce O(n) time complexity [11] (when we use a simple singly linked list), while all operations in LWF, including pointer increments and worst fits, can be done in O(1) time. Giving up the previous free area will keep the O(1) allocation speed, which would obviate the worstcase linear time complexity of accessing the free list. Since the free list is constructed from scratch during garbage collection, there is no problem in discarding the old free space.
LWF is also expected to be faster by having more pointerincrementing memory allocation, since we can get larger free space areas, yet this would depend on the pattern of memory requests. On the other hand, LWF may result in more fragmentation and wastage of the discarded free spaces, which might lead to larger heap sizes and more garbage collection cycles. All of these will be evaluated through experiments.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our previous work [4] , we evaluated lazy fits by generating traces of memory requests for a set of C programs and measuring the fragmentation and fit frequencies for both explicitly managed heaps and garbage collected heaps. In this paper, we evaluate lazy fits on a working Java virtual machine using non-trivial Java programs.
LWF implementation in the LaTTe Java virtual machine
A memory system using LWF was implemented on LaTTe, a freely available Java virtual machine with a JIT compiler [8] .
This subsection describes the implementation of lazy fits in LaTTe and outlines the LaTTe memory management system, which will be helpful in understanding the experimental results. LaTTe manages a small object area and a large object area separately, and LWF is done only on the small object area which contains objects that are smaller than a kilobyte. One of the reasons for the separation is that sharing the same heap among large and small objects may result in high fragmentation, as the experimental results in [4] indicate. Large objects are allocated using best fit.
LaTTe uses a partially conservative mark and sweep garbage collector, in the sense that the runtime stack is scanned conservatively for pointers while all objects located in the heap are handled in a type accurate manner [13] . The separation of the small object area and the large object area also helps the garbage collector identify pointers more easily and efficiently.
LaTTe starts with an initial heap pool of 8 MB. Both the small object area and the large object area are allocated from this heap pool in units of 2 MB. If there is no memory available in the pool, LaTTe activates the garbage collection thread to reclaim unused memory.
After each garbage collection, LaTTe may decide to expand the heap depending on its capacity. The idea is that if the heap is too small, the garbage collection frequency would be unacceptably high. On the other hand, LaTTe does not expand the heap unnecessarily, since other applications will run out of memory in a multiprogramming environment.
LaTTe expands the heap only when the size of free memory is less than the size of live objects, meaning that the heap is less than half empty. Here, the free memory is estimated by the cumulative size of objects allocated between the previous garbage collection and the current garbage collection, instead of the heap size minus the size of live objects, which cannot be considered to be entirely free owing to fragmentation. So, LaTTe expands the heap only when the size of live objects exceeds the size of objects allocated, the expanded amount being the difference between these two quantities (rounded off to 2 MB). This appears to be a good compromise between the conflicting goals of keeping the size of the heap small and keeping the garbage collection frequency to a reasonable level [9] .
The source code of LaTTe including the LWF implementation can be obtained from its website, http://latte.snu.ac.kr.
Experimental environment
We ran the experiments on a Sun Blade 1000 machine with a 750 MHz UltraSPARC-III microprocessor with a 32 KB instruction cache and a 64 KB data cache. It also has an 8 MB second-level cache and a 1 GB memory.
Our benchmarks are composed of nine selected benchmarks from the SPECjvm98 suites and section 3 of the Java Grande benchmark suites Version 2.0 (listed in Table 1 ). We excluded those benchmarks that do not allocate enough small objects from the suites, such as _200_check, _201_compress and _222_mpegaudio in SPECjvm98, and MolDynBench in the Java Grande benchmarks (we used size A inputs for the Java Grande benchmarks).
Performance of LWF
We experimented with three different memory allocation policies: LWF, LFF and FF. The first fit algorithm used in LFF and FF uses segregated free lists segregated by a power of two distribution [12] , with objects maintained in the FIFO order. This segregated free list is believed to reduce the allocation time compared with the traditional FF and may have less fragmentation [1] .
LFF works in exactly the same way as LWF except that FF is used when the pointer-incrementing allocation fails (the remainder of the previous free space is discarded as in LWF). FF always returns the remainder of the free space to the free lists.
By comparing LWF and LFF we can evaluate the impact of LWF's O(1) access time for the free lists and how worst fit and FF affect fragmentation in the context of lazy fits. By comparing LWF or LFF with FF, we can evaluate the impact of pointer-incrementing allocation of lazy fits.
For each benchmark, the first column of Table 2 shows the total running time of each policy, with a ratio compared with that of LWF. The results indicate that LWF is always better than LFF, and LFF is always better than FF. In fact, there are several benchmarks which show excessively high ratios: _213_javac and EulerBench for LFF LWF , _202_jess, _213_javac, _227_mtrt, EulerBench for FF LWF . In order to check whether the allocation policy really affects the running time, we measured the total memory allocation time for the small object area separately, which is shown in the second column of Table 2 . The allocation time results are consistent with the running time results such that longer allocation time means longer running time.
The allocation time of each policy includes the time spent for fit allocation using worst fit or FF, which was also measured separately as shown in the third column of Table 2 . The results indicate that the fit allocation time dominantly affects the allocation time. In fact, all benchmarks with excessively long running time have excessively long fit allocation time.
Next, we analyze why LFF and FF have longer fit allocation time than LWF. There are two major differences between LWF and LFF/FF that affect the fit allocation time. The first is the frequency of fit allocation. Generally, LWF is expected to allocate more often via pointer increments than via fits, since worst fit would allow larger free spaces than LFF for pointer-incrementing allocation. Table 3 shows the frequencies (%) of the fit allocation for LWF and LFF respectively (the fit frequency for FF is obviously 100%).
For _213_javac and MonteCarloBench, LFF has a much higher fit frequency than LWF. On the other hand, LWF has a much higher fit frequency than LFF in EulerBench. Therefore, contrary to our expectation we cannot see any definite relationship between the fit frequency and the fit policy.
Another major difference between LWF and LFF/FF is that the search time of the free lists for the fit allocation is O(1) for LWF and O(n) for LFF/FF. In order to check whether this difference really affects the fit allocation time, we measured the total number of 'link' operations (the operation to follow a single link in the free lists) for each policy. Table 4 shows the number of link operations for LWF, LFF and FF respectively. It shows that LFF and FF execute many more link operations than LWF. Even for _227_mtrt and EulerBench where LFF has lower fit frequencies than LWF, LFF has a higher number of link operations than LWF. Since FF always uses fit allocations, it obviously executes more link operations than LFF. These results are consistent with the fit allocation time in Table 2 , especially for those that have an excessively long fit allocation time. So, it is evident that the O(n) search time is the dominant reason for the longer running time in LFF/FF. In fact, it can be seen that the linear time complexity of conventional fit allocation may cause an unacceptably high overhead, even with segregated implementations.
Fragmentation of LWF
Another important aspect of a memory allocator is fragmentation.
It is generally believed that higher fragmentation requires larger heaps and causes more garbage collection, which may affect performance.
It is expected that LWF causes worse fragmentation than LFF and FF since worst fit is known to be poorer than FF in terms of fragmentation. Also, LWF and LFF have a disadvantage in fragmentation since they discard the remainder of the previous free space area. Contrary to these expectations, our performance results in Section 4.3 indicate that the overall performance of LWF is still better than LFF and FF, so these results need to be verified. Tables 5 and 6 show the fragmentation ratio for the small object area for each policy. The fragmentation ratio was measured as follows. Whenever the memory allocator cannot satisfy a request for the small object area (so either 2 MB is allocated from the heap pool or garbage collection is invoked if the heap pool is empty), we measure the fragmentation ratio at that point. Table 5 indicates that the average fragmentation ratio of LWF is not always higher than that of LFF and FF. In fact, we cannot see any definite correlation. For those benchmarks where the average fragmentation ratio of LWF is noticeably higher, such as _213_javac or MonteCarloBench, we found that the sequence of memory requests for the small object area occasionally includes requests for a relatively large object (e.g. >100 bytes). The problem with LWF is that larger free areas are consumed at the beginning of the allocation, such that by the time these large object requests arrive, their chance of being allocated in the current free space is lower, leading to the current free space being discarded (although it can still accommodate more small objects). On the other hand, LFF would have a relatively better chance of allocating the large object in the current free space. This would make LWF suffer more from fragmentation than LFF. Such cases may result in very high fragmentation for LWF as shown in Table 6 .
In order to check the impact of fragmentation, we measured the garbage collection frequency, garbage collection time and the total size of the small object area, as shown in Table 7 . The table shows that there is little difference in garbage collection time and frequency of garbage collection among the three policies, which would explain why fragmentation did not have a major effect on performance.
As to the size of the small object area, LWF uses larger areas than LFF for _213_javac and MonteCarloBench where LWF suffers more from fragmentation, whereas LFF uses larger areas than LWF for EulerBench where LFF suffers more from fragmentation. However, there is no tangible impact on garbage collection time or frequency, as discussed.
SUMMARY
This paper proposes the use of LWF for memory allocation in Java, which exploits pointer-incrementing memory allocation with free lists. LWF avoids the linear time complexity of managing the free lists that may cause an unacceptably high memory allocation overhead, and it does not suffer much from fragmentation. One interesting question is whether these benefits may even allow a non-moving garbage collector to compete with compacting collectors, while avoiding their drawbacks. For example, copying collection has some problems such as half-availability of the heap space, exponential performance degradation as the object residency 3 increases [7, 10] or poor locality [3] . Mark-and-compact collection is also known to be expensive to implement since compaction requires more than just copying objects or updating pointers [7] . It is left as a future work to evaluate non-moving garbage collectors with LWFs, compared with compacting garbage collectors.
